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Abstract: Cyber security is an important 
issue to tackle. Various user 
authentication methods are used for this 
purpose. It helps to avoid misuse or illegal 
use of highly sensitive data. Many 
protection primitives are based on 
difficult mathematical complications. 
Utilizing strong AI problems for security 
is issuing as a stimulating new prototype. 
A novel protection primitive is introduced 
based on strong AI problems, namely, a 
new family of graphical password 
schemes built up on top of Captcha 
technology, which is known as Captcha as 
Graphical Password (CaRP). CaRP deals 
a number of security troubles altogether, 
such as online approximating attacks, 
relay attacks, and, if merged with dual- 
position technologies, shoulder- browsing 
attempts. Notably, a CaRP password can 
be detected alternatively by automatic 

online estimating attacks still if the 
password is in the research set. CaRP also 
offers a new approach to cover the well 
experienced image hotspot trouble in 
popular graphical password, such as Pass 
Points, which often extends to weak 
password selections. CaRP is not a 
panacea, but it extends sensible protection 
and usability and comes out to fit well 
with some practical lotions for bettering 
online security. 
Keywords: Graphical password, CaRP, Captcha, 
dictionary attack, Password guessing attack, Security 
primitive. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Security is important factor in today’s world. It 
is essential for accessing confidential data and 
security parameters were done based on the 
cryptography and mathematical calculation. In this 
paper its state about two level of authentication 
method which is different from existing techniques. 
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Cryptography is based on the many encryption and 
decryption algorithms. Here this paper come up with 
hash table values by salt method.AI (artificial 
intelligence) used to create a hard security 
challenges. It uses the captcha techniques to provide 
the security on user interface. Captcha’s given as 
Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell 
computers and Humans Apart. It’s mainly used for 
users to accessing their protected resources. It is a 
kind of challenge response test use to compute 
specifically whether the user is human or not. The 
essential and underlying task in this security based 
project is to create secured login authentication 
towards the end user with the help of cryptographic 
technique named MD5 hash algorithm, security 
primitives based on hard AI mathematical problems 
that are computationally intractable with humans like 
existing captcha. Comparatively hard to computer 
bots, malwares and online guessing attacks. In this 
project both click text based captcha grid and click 
image based captcha grid plays a vital role to ensure 
the security for end user validation. 

Nowadays internet acts as an important role. 
Every person will browse to get their respective 
necessaries. Internet is useful in many different ways. 
Everyone desires to browse securely that is they need 
their personal things to be ensured like passwords or 
any text file. As the use of internet develops the 
hackers are also born, i.e. user’s personal documents 
or passwords are hacked by the third person usually 
called hackers. As use of internet is important 
likewise protecting our personals is also an important 
thing. Here mean to say that there should be an 
implementation of security for the user’s personal 
documents. Because of the hackers, every user’s 
personal documents or passwords will be hacked. So 
then those hackers may use those personals to the bad 
thing or will share with others for their profit. To 
overcome these things a strong security should be 
implemented. There are different ways for providing 
security. Here what we introduced is one of the new 
methods for the security purpose. A new protection 
primitive is showed based onhard AI troubles, 
namely, a new family of graphical password schemes 

built on top of Captcha technology, which is known 
as Captcha and Graphical Password(CaRP). Here a 
user while get login to their respective accounts or 
websites there an image will be generated. 

The user should click on that image or on any 
part of that image as a password and that image or 
clicked particular part will be stored as their 
graphical password and those images are differently 
generated for different users. Considering that 
generated graphical image as a password along with 
the user’s regular password for further logins. Hence 
introduce a security for the users so they can browse 
safely and their personals will be safe. 

 

2. REALTED WORK 
 
A. GRAPHICAL PASSWORDS 
A richly number of graphical password systems has 
been suggested. They can be classified into three 
categories allowing to the task needed in memorizing 
and coming in passwords: identification, recall, and 
cued recall. 
1) Recognition-based scheme 
2) Recall-based scheme 
3) Cued-Recall based scheme 
A recognition-based scheme demands discovering 
among decoys the visual objectives belonging to a 
password function. 
A distinctive scheme is Pass faces where a user 
chooses a function of faces from a database in giving 
rise a password. During certification, a panel of 
candidate faces is showed for the user to select the 
face going to her function. This process is iterated 
various attacks, each round with a different board. A 
successful login calls for correct selection in each 
round. The band of images in a panel stays the same 
between logins, but their positions are permuted. 
Story is similar to pass faces but the images in the 
function are governed, and a user must key out her 
function images in the discipline order. 
A recall-based scheme calls for a customer to 
regeneratethe identical interaction result without 
cueing. Draw-ASecret (DAS) was the beginning 
recall-based system proposed. A customer draws her 
password on a 2D grid. The system encodes the order 
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of grid cells along the drawing route as a user drawn 
password. Pass-Go betters DAS’s unstableness by 
encoding the grid crossway points instead of the grid 
cells. BDAS sums up background images to DAS to 
liveliness users to create more difficult passwords. 

In a cued-recall scheme, an outward cue is 
supplied to assist memorize and enter a password. 
Pass Points is a broadly analyzed click-based cued-
recall system wherein a user clicks an order of points 
anywhere on an image in making a password, and re-
clicks the identical sequence throughout 
authentication. Cued Click Points (CCP) is like Pass 
Points but utilizes single picture per click, with the 
following picture took by a settled work. Persuasive 
Cued Click Points (PCCP)stretches CCP by needing 
a user to pick out a point inside a randomly placed 
viewport when creating a password, leading in more 
at random spread click-points in a password. 
B. CAPTCHA 
Captcha trusts on the gap of capacities between 
individuals and bots. There are two forms of picture 
Captcha: text Captcha and Image-Recognition 
Captcha (IRC). The previous relies on character 
recognition while the second relies on identification 
of non-character objects. Protection of text Captch as 
has been extensively read. The following principle 
has been launched: text Captcha had better rely on 
the struggle of character partitioning, which is 
computationally pricy and combinatorial tough. The 
example of captcha is shown in figure 1. 

 
Fig 1: Example of captcha 

 
C. OTHER CONCERNED WORK 
Captcha is utilized to assist delicate customer inputs 
on an untrusted client. This scheme shelters the 
communication channel between customer and Net 

server from key loggers and spyware, while CaRP is 
a family of graphical password systems for user 
authentication. 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 
This method was introduced in to use both 

Captcha and password in a user authentication 
protocol, which we will call as Captcha-based 
Password Authentication (CbPA) protocol, helps to 
defy the online dictionary attacks. The CbPA-
protocol in order to solving a Captcha challenge after 
inputting a suitable pair of user ID and password 
unless a valid browser level cookie was received. For 
an invalid pair of user ID and password, the user has 
a certain level of probability to solve a Captcha 
challenge before being to deny their access. An 
Improved CbPA-protocol is wished-for to storing 
cookies only on the user-trusted machines and 
applying a Captcha challenge only when the number 
of failed login attempts for the specific account has 
exceeded a threshold limit. It is further improved in 
by applying a small threshold for failed login 
attempts from unknown machines but a large 
threshold for failed attempts from known machines 
with a previous successful login within a given 
period of time. Captcha was also used in recognition-
based graphical passwords to address spyware and 
trojans, wherein a text Captcha is displayed below 
each image a user locates their own pass-images from 
distracted images, and enters the correct characters of 
each pass-image as their password during the time of 
authentication. Those specific locations were selected 
for each pass-image during password creation as a 
part of the password. In the above schemes of 
analyses, Captcha is an independent and individual 
entity, used together with a text, number as a 
graphical password. On the converse, a CaRP is both 
a Captcha and a graphical password technique. 
In the area of graphical passwords, Recognition 
based (pass faces) having high level of online 
guessing attacks. Recall based (draw a secret) shows 
high password strength but it needs very low level of 
attempts to crack the password. pccp is the latest 
technique which gives hot spot images (i.e.) 
highlighting the points to the attackers to crack it 
down. To overcome the existing system issues, the 
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proposal system states about the end user having 
secured login authentication and validation scheme. It 
allows the user choice towards stronger and secured 
passwords than the conventional text passwords. In 
this system, text based captcha grid and image based 
captcha grid plays as a graphical passwords. Click 
text grid comprises of characters (i.e.) alphabets, 
numbers, special characters, in that grid confusing 
characters will be excluded like „0‟ & „o‟ to avoid 
confusion. For click image, pools of image can be 
displayed, in that user need to choose their required 
passwords by done through enter via click based. So 
it resists the bots and online guessing attacks. By 
using hard AI problem, user can bypass the 
dictionary attacks; Xss(cross side scripting) doesn’t 
work with the distorted images. By using dual view 
technology, it eradicates shoulder surfing attacks and 
relay attacks. It allows the user for secured and 
trustable authentication. 
 

4. PROPOSED METHOD

 
Fig 2: Block Diagram of the proposed system 

4.1 CLICK TEXT GRID:  
Click Text is a recognition-based CaRP 

scheme built on top of text Captcha grid. It contains 
alphabet comprise of characters without any visually-
confusing. For example, Letter “O” and digit “0” 
may cause confusion in that image grid and so that 
characters should be excluded from the alphabet. A 
Click Text password is a sequence of characters in 
the alphabet, numbers, and special characters like 
e.g., =’A@B#9CD8$7’. During generation, each 
character’s position is tracked to produce a exact 
accuracy for the location of the character in the 
generated image. The characters should be trained 
and tested, and then only those characters will be 

binded on bitmap image. The authentication server 
relies on the ground truth and hash values which 
stored at the time of user registration; it helps to 
identify the characters corresponding to user-clicked 
points at the time of user login. In Click Text images, 
characters can be arranged randomly on 2D space. 
This is different from normal type of text Captcha 
challenges. 
 
4.2 CLICK IMAGE GRID:  

Click image is a recognition-based CaRP 
scheme built on top of Captcha-image pool grid, like 
an alphabets of click text, similarly images can be 
arranged such as flowers, pets, etc. The Captcha 
generation process is applied to generate Click 
images on grid, the user need to choose their image 
password in 2D images by applying different shapes, 
textures, colors, effects, and optionally distortions of 
selected image. The resulting 2D images are then 
arranged and binded on a cluttered background such 
as grassland. Note that different views applied to 2D 
images which the user selected as a password. Then 
take the coordinate values of that chosen image in 
that bitmap image grid. Combined with the additional 
anti-recognition mechanisms. 
4.3 IMAGE WITH NUMBER GRID: 

Applied in the mapping step, these make it 
hard for computers to automatically recognize images 
in the generated image pool, but humans as a user can 
easily identify different instantiations of images. 
CaRP should have a sufficiently-large effective 
password space to resist human guessing attacks. 
Image grid is a combination of Click image and CAS 
(click a secret)(i.e.)Images behind a number grid. To 
enter a password, a Click image is displayed first. 
After an Image is selected, an image of n× n grid 
appears, with the grid-cell size which equals the 
bounding rectangle of the selected image. Each grid-
cell is labeled to help users to identify. Once the 
bounding rectangle of the selected image is 
identified, an image of n× n number grid with the 
identified bounding rectangle as its grid-cell size is 
generated and displayed. If the grid image is too big 
or too little for a user to view, then the grid image is 
adjusted to a apt size. Then the user will click the 
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respective same image from the backdrop grid the 
above process is repeated until the user has finished 
entering their password. The resulting sequence of 
coordinates of user clicked points, e.g., “IP<150,55>, 
GP<35,66>, …” where “IP<x,y>” denotes the point 
with coordinates <x , y> on a Click image, and 
“GP<x , y>” denotes the point with coordinates <x , 
y> on a grid image, is sent to the authentication 
server with a hash values. 

The working model of proposed system is 
shown in figure2. As the figure says when user 
requested to register or login to specific pages request 
is sent to server and server generates the CaRP 
images. This step consists of converting the Captcha 
to CaRP and generating graphical images. There are 
multiple types of images are generated like text 
images, 2D and 3D images. Generated CaRP images 
are displayed to user and user clicks on displayed 
images. Those resulting images are acts as user ID. 
Server matches the result obtained by the user. If the 
block matches then user logged in to specified page. 
Otherwise login or register attempt will failure. 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
This paper states about CaRP, a new security 

primitive depends on unsolved hard AI problems. 
CaRP is a combination of both Captcha and a 
graphical password system. The view of CaRP 
introduces a new idea of graphical passwords, which 
acquired a new level of approach to defy mainly 
online guessing attacks a new raise of CaRP image, 
which is also, seems like a Captcha challenge, it is 
used for every login challenge to make trials of an 
online guessing attack computationally autonomous 
of each other. A password of CaRP can be found in a 
probabilistic way of automatic online guessing 
attacks, including of brute-force attack too. Hotspots 
in CaRP images can be no longer be exploited to 
initiate automatic online guessing attacks, which is an 
innate weakness in many graphical password 
systems. CaRP forces adversary to way out to 
significantly less efficient and much more costly in 
human-based attacks. It also offers protection from 
online guessing attacks, CaRP is also defiant to 
Captcha relay attacks, cross-site scripting attacks, 
and, if joined with dual-view technologies, it sort out 
shoulder-surfing attacks. CaRP will help to reduce 
spam emails send from a Web email service. As a 
framework, CaRP does not depend on any specific 

Captcha system. When any one Captcha scheme is 
broken, a new & more secure levels may appear and 
to be converted as a CaRP scheme. On the whole, our 
effort in this work is one step forward and advances 
in the idea of using hard AI problems for security 
enhancements. It supports up to a level of reasonable 
security and usability to practical applications, the 
CaRP has good potential level for refinements, which 
will be entitle for functional future enhancement 
work. More essentially, we will be expecting a CaRP 
to inspire new inventions of such AI based security 
primitives. 
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